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Sustainable Data Discovery for Privacy, Security, and Governance
In previous e-Files we have dealt with certain legal issues regarding data privacy. We received a lot of positive response to the e-File and thought
we would share, in particular, one product related response which may be of benefit to corporates looking to implement a PoPI solution.
Data is a hot commodity and today, organizations have more of it than ever, enforces better privacy, security, and governance measures by
discovering sensitive and personal data and lineage you didn’t know existed.

Why Is Total Data Discovery Critical?

Assess, Don’t Guess.
Fully Automate Data Discovery to Build a Complete and
Continuous Picture of Your Data, No Manual Effort
Required

•

Security

•

You can’t protect what you don’t know
•

Business

accurate decision
•

Locate PII data at rest/motion (in transit),

Intelligence

Only fully informed decision makers can make an

structured/ unstructured, and known/unknown
•

Analyse
Rationalize PII data saved in different formats and

Governance
Partial discovery leads to partial governance

Discover

files and create a smart catalog of all the PII data
•

Lineage
Get full visibility into the data life cycle, including
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•

Compliance

data origin and where it moves over time, and

If you can’t provide accurate reports, you can’t be

identify how many copies of that data exist

compliant.

Specifically designed to meet the stringent requirements of the General Data Protection Directive (European Union GDPR), as well as those of
HIPAA, PCI DSS and other regulations, the product’s suite of solutions provides continuously updated visibility into the data flows within an
organization, enabling privacy and security stakeholders to locate all personal data, be it known or unknown, structured or unstructured, in
motion or at rest. It can also create a Master Data Catalogue inventory.
Existing data discovery and business process mapping solutions are labour-intensive and potentially non-comprehensive, requiring users to
classify every piece of data and track location details, yet providing no insight into network data flows. The product is a leading solution that maps
the organization’s personal data flow to business processes, outlining how information is being shared within the network and with partners and
international organizations. It is also able to auto-classify, i.e. identify and categorize data by type with no user intervention.
If you are interested in, or have any questions regarding the product or any POPi issues, you are welcome to get in touch with us.
Kindly note that this is a third-party product not supplied/supported by us

The eFiles is a periodic newsletter which is distributed free of charge. To subscribe, e-mail efiles@harty.law with “Subscribe” as the
subject. To unsubscribe, send an e-mail with “Unsubscribe” as the subject.
This newsletter must not be considered as (and is not), legal advice. Your individual situation may not fit the generalisations
discussed and you should seek legal advice as necessary.
You may forward, distribute and copy this eFile as long as you distribute and copy it without any changes and you include all
headers and other identifying information but you may not copy it to a website without our prior written consent.
If you would like information about obtaining legal services from Harty Rushmere (including a presentation on this topic), you can
contact Neil Harty at +27(0)11 884-0792 or visit our Web site at www.harty.law. © Harty Rushmere.
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